Universe and Multiverse Transportation Possibilities Using “Consciousness and Thought Travelling”
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Interaction
The dreams started to come true and journey started into reality when NASA succeed their mission to transport mankind on moon and reached on lunar surface on 20 July, 1969 at 20:17 UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) and after 6 hours and 39 minutes Armstrong became first person to step on lunar surface from Apollo Lunar Module Eagle on 21 July 1969 at 02:56 UTC. The amount of space time travel is affordable, bearable in this case with less advance technology only possible because of comparatively very near distance of Moon from planet Earth, but if mankind plan to establish journey from Earth to Mars or any other planet of our solar system or interstellar transportation including even today’s present very advanced Artificial intelligence based technologies of 2022 or ultra-advanced technologies in near future say 2030 , 2040 human race might be successful or partially possible or possible with lots of obstacles, problems and risks. Several space analysts, scientists, astrophysicist, astronomers, quantum mechanics expert and researchers across world working on all these aspect with unique agenda how to minimise space time with increasing velocity of space shuttle to send mankind from planet Earth to other planets, stars and galaxies in deep Universe. Hence several scientists trying to match their space craft, space drive or space shuttle should be at least half to velocity of “ Speed of Light” which is the ultimate speed of space transportation in known Universe, but unfortunately human civilization not succeeded in the same though several concepts proposed like “Warp drive, gravitational sling shots space shuttle, wormhole transport insertion from one surface and exit on another surface of bend or curvature space/ Universe using gravitational space drive and likewise. Hence globally conclude and accepted there is nothing more than of speed of light in known universe for fastest transportation and to explore and expand human civilization on another habitat planets, exoplanets and planets come under habitable space zones and orbit having their energy stars or draft like Sun to have Earth-like environment. But as per my knowledge and experience “Everything is Vibrational Energy” with different frequencies. Even according to law of thermodynamics “Energy neither create nor destroyed, it’s only transformed from one to another form” and it’s also relative by all universe sense according to Sir Albert Einstein whereas quantum mechanics also supports to all these phenomena with the help of string theory, quantum entanglement and higher dimensions of space which also open to new door and direction to research for “Multiverse” and then after transport to it in far future. Therefore, I am not challenging to any opinion but want put up my point of view regarding space transport and is “Speed of Consciousness and its generated output Thoughts has several times greater than speed of light and speed of light can’t be reached to speed of thoughts”. Why! Because everything is energy tuned on different frequencies, Multiverse, Universe, Black holes, warm holes, galaxies, stars, draft, moon’s, planets to earth, to earth life, to human and ultimately to “Human Brain”. Hence human Consciousness and all its generated thoughts are frequencies those has ultra-high speed as compare to speed of light only we need to discover how to extract, confine, beam and synchronised those thoughts with destination space planet and how to execute space travelling using it, but I must say it will be happened one day, we only need to think about it very seriously. According to me to send human aura on desired/destination planet or star or interstellar space human brain need to be retune to the vibrational frequency of destination space planet or location to generate equivalent frequency thoughts from retune brain consciousness which tuned on frequency of planet or deep universe to syncing brain, connect it and reach it there within fraction of second with creating “Space Tunnel of Consciousness” where millions, billions light years required to be reach. For example the most Earth-like exoplanet ‘Proxima Centauri B’ and to reach even future technologies and Artificial Intelligence NASA proposed “Tree of Life project using CubeSats” minimum needs 200 years and 3 human generation old and die on planet Earth to be reach on Proxima Centauri B to contact if any human-like civilization there and to inform them life on earth with human entity and to know if any life on Proxima Centauri B with Human-like or any other intelligent civilization on it, because its orbit to red draft like sun of earth and situated in habitable zone out of our solar system hence called “Exoplanet” has high similarities index to Earth. The purpose to discuss using human brain consciousness and thoughts can be reach to proxima centauri B within a fraction of minute only need to discover how to match brain frequency with the quantum frequency of Proxima Centauri B to syncing, connect and transport Aura respective brain tune on Proxima Centauri B frequency to left body on Earth and reach Aura (Soul) on proxima centauri B with remain body on Earth on “Suspended Animation” or in general words deep sleep, long sleep or intentional coma. Just imagine before of 100 years I am telling you after 100 years you will have technology where
using small electronic gadget you can communicate, control, navigate and explore complete world you might be not believe and laugh on it but today’s cell phones are live example of it. Similarly, today what I am discussed with you, might be you not believe today but it will be reality of far future.